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Gogo FLEX Inflight System
The heart of the Gogo inflight internet

Harnessing the power of inflight internet

Services, the Gogo FLEX Inflight System, Gogo

Airlines now have the flexibility and control to deploy

Inflight Network, and best-in-class Gogo Support.

Meeting the changing needs of passengers and airlines

inflight services to transform how passengers,

requires powerful, reliable internet on every device,

flight crews, and aircraft communicate. All made

It’s a holistic approach to addressing the needs of

every aircraft, everywhere.

possible through an integrated technology platform

passengers and airlines alike—including improving

powered by the Gogo Inflight Internet Portfolio.

customer satisfaction and competitive advantage

The Gogo FLEX Inflight System comprises all the onboard

while reducing operational costs. And it’s only

software and hardware required to deliver and manage

The Gogo Inflight Internet Portfolio delivers a

inflight internet capabilities over the lifetime of your fleet.

complete internet experience via Gogo Inflight

delivered by Gogo, the inflight internet company.

With the Gogo FLEX Inflight System, you can continuously
meet expectations and optimize your operations today
and in the future—from leveraging an open software
development ecosystem to rapidly deploying applications
and creating new services and tools in-house.

Gogo FLEX Inflight System
Flexible hardware and software technologies that power inflight internet.
Access Technology

Gogo 2Ku • Gogo ATG-NG
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In-Cabin Network
ACPU-2 • WAP

System Software

Gogo FLEX OS • Gogo FLEX Developer

The Gogo Inflight Internet Portfolio delivers
best-in-class performance across
powerful, integrated inflight services,
systems, networks, and support.
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Create your own
inflight experience
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High-performance inflight internet is

systems costly and complicated

critical to your business, yet out-of-

to maintain. The results? Declining

sync technologies, multiple vendors,

customer satisfaction, customer

and shifting IT life cycles make inflight

churn, and higher than necessary costs.

Employ flexible software
and hardware technologies
The Gogo FLEX Inflight System
unlocks new opportunities
to engage passengers and
operate more efficiently

The Gogo FLEX Inflight System includes:
›› Operating software for managing
inflight system hardware and
network connections

›› Open software development platform

for building in-house or third-party
applications and branded experiences

›› Leading-edge access technology

optimized for speed and reliability,
powered by a scalable Ku satellite
or air-to-ground network

›› An in-cabin wireless network that
delivers internet to all onboard
passenger and crew devices

Increase satisfaction

Add value

Reduce costs

Deliver the inflight

Enhance and

Push new inflight apps

services passengers and

differentiate your brand

and services to aircraft

crews want, when and

by maximizing inflight

directly from the cloud

where they want them

internet investments
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GOGO FLEX INFLIGHT SYSTEM

Create more value for
passengers and crew
Enable seamless interaction between
disparate system software, access
technologies, and in-cabin networks
For passengers
The Gogo FLEX Inflight System allows you to craft
and control inflight experiences to improve customer
satisfaction and build competitive advantage.
›› Offer inflight services that are tailored
to passenger preferences

›› Deliver frictionless inflight internet experiences
›› Connect any device, on any flight, anywhere in the world

For airline crews

AIRLINE BENEFITS

The Gogo FLEX Inflight System enables a new level
of control, flexibility, and speed so you can:
›› Reduce maintenance downtime for
provisioning/modernization

›› Keep your fleet future-ready with linefit
and retrofit installation options

›› Evolve legacy systems into a more
powerful digital ecosystem

›› Create inflight services that differentiate
your brand for passengers

›› Enables your airline to leverage Gogo’s Connected
Aircraft Services to optimize operations

Simplicity
Cloud-based development platform for rapid
deployment of inflight applications and services
Quality
Development toolkits to maximize inflight
internet capabilities and overall experience
Consistency
A single, modular back-end system that delivers
consistent, high-bandwidth experiences
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Gogo FLEX Inflight System Software
The Gogo FLEX Inflight System incorporates two powerful
software products designed for total control of the inflight
experience: Gogo FLEX OS and Gogo FLEX Developer.
Gogo FLEX OS
This onboard operating system manages all the inflight
system hardware, as well as the network. Gogo FLEX OS
is a scalable software platform that offers high reliability,
robust performance, and enterprise security. Through
Gogo FLEX OS software updates, you can improve internet
performance while seamlessly—and remotely—
enhancing onboard server and modem capabilities.
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Gogo FLEX Developer
Our open architecture allows airlines to move beyond
traditional vertically integrated systems.
With Gogo FLEX Developer, airlines can use our APIs and
SDKs to bring development in-house, turn to third-party
providers for total flexibility in designing the passenger
experience, or enable operational tools for crews.
›› Create personalized passenger experiences
›› Bring a consistent experience across
all passenger device types

›› Deploy new inflight services using many
existing in-cabin networks

›› Deliver real-time operational crew solutions

Gogo FLEX Developer gives you a new pipeline to more powerful tools, more
customized apps, and new ways to build portals for passenger experience.

›› Keep aircraft operational through
customized monitoring tools
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GOGO FLEX INFLIGHT SYSTEM

Accelerate the development of inflight services
Gogo FLEX Developer’s scalable, open architecture allows you or a third-party to quickly build,
test, and deploy branded passenger services and crew applications.

Build

Test

Deploy

Use Gogo FLEX Developer’s software tools to efficiently

Access Gogo’s virtual test server—Gogo Test Flight—

Deliver new inflight services to any aircraft or

build a customized inflight internet portal that meets

to simulate inflight applications and services.

passenger device, anywhere in the world via the cloud—

your unique requirements. For the first time, you have

Not only does Gogo Test Flight extend your team’s

minimizing service disruption and associated costs.

complete control over the development process.

ability to create useful tools, but it eliminates time
and cost from the typical development cycle.
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AIRLINE BENEFITS

›› Craft and control branded inflight experiences
›› Reduce software development cycles
›› Simplify deployment
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GOGO FLEX INFLIGHT SYSTEM

Powered by best-in-class technologies
In addition to its system software,
the Gogo FLEX Inflight System relies
on the high-performance in-cabin
network of hardware and access
technologies tailored to specific
routes across our networks

Gogo In-Cabin Network

Gogo Inflight Network

The Gogo In-Cabin Network consists of the essential

Gogo FLEX incorporates a high-capacity scalable

onboard hardware that interfaces with aircraft access

network dedicated to aviation. It uses proprietary access

technology to power new possibilities for the passenger

technology to access either the Ku satellite network for

experience. An onboard server enables a new cabin

global flights or a terrestrial network of air-to-ground

standard where content is accessed wirelessly via

towers throughout US and Canada for regional flights.

seatback screens over the dedicated in-cabin network.

Global satellite
Visit gogoair.com for full information on Gogo’s

Gogo’s global satellite network offers capacity and

in-cabin network configurations and components.

coverage in the Ku band. This allows airlines to

Gogo Access Technology

benefit from abundant capacity from several satellite
operators on a global basis. As more aircraft come
online, Gogo can easily lease extra capacity.

Gogo currently offers two types of access technologies:
Gogo 2Ku and Gogo ATG-NG. Each includes an antenna

Regional ground-based

and their associated LRUs required to run them.

Our regional solution leverages both 850 MHz spectrum
and unlicensed 2.4 GHz spectrum. In addition, the
smaller antennas in the Gogo air-to-ground solution
are ideal for narrow-body aircraft in regional fleets.
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Innovative access
technologies

Gogo 2Ku
Designed for global routes, the innovative Gogo 2Ku
antenna and proprietary modem deliver significantly
higher bandwidth to aircraft, minimize service disruptions
associated with beam switches, and drive faster satellite
handoffs. The antenna offers 4x the surface area of
traditional gimbaled designs for far greater throughput.

Gogo ATG-NG
Comprised of 200-plus towers spanning the
continental United States, Alaska, and Canada,
our Gogo Air-to-Ground Next Generation (ATG-NG)
network is the smallest, lightest, and most economical
solution for aircraft flying in the US and Canada.
Image courtesy of Boeing
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We’ve got you covered
As the inflight internet company, Gogo is

›› Gogo has regulatory approval in

committed to total support and service

more than 20 countries, so we can

for every fleet, everywhere around the

service fleets on a global basis

world. Our expert teams are available
from installation through deployment.
And we can help your passengers get
the most from the Gogo FLEX Inflight
System as you add new routes or aircraft.
›› We maintain an active portfolio of

›› Gogo maintains a worldwide network
of MROs to quickly address issues
and minimize downtime

›› Our Network Operations Center
provides monitoring and troubleshooting

Supplemental Type Certificates

services for all Gogo FLEX-equipped

and Service Bulletins for many

aircraft in service

aircraft in service today

›› Gogo’s multilingual customer care
representatives are available to help
with any inflight issues that may arise

The Gogo FLEX Inflight System is backed by 24/7/365
support for your fleet, no matter where you fly.
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info@gogoair.com
gogoair.com/FLEX
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